A dynamic UMTS system level simulator has been designed and implemented in Windows NT/2000 environment using Visual C++. The objective has been to design and implement such a simulator that can be used to create and study different traffic load scenarios and resource management techniques for tackling congestion situations.
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The operation and resource management in the air interface of CDMA based networks, such as UMTS, is considerably more difficult than in networks employing FDMAfI'DMA technology, such as GSM. Accurate system level simulations are required for the assessment of the network performance under different conditions. Some previous studies related to load control and system level simulators can be found in [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [7] .
STRUCTURE AND MODULES OF THE IMPLEMENTED SIMULATOR
Cells and UEs. Each cell has e.g. sector number, neighbors, TX power limitation and antenna coordinates. Each DE has e.g. momentary TX power, coordinates, speed, direction, mobility class, service type, QoS level, terminal type and access class.
Channel model. Common pilot channel (CPICH) transmitted in the downlink direction is modeled in the simulator. It serves as a reference for e.g. cell selection and soft handover algorithms. In addition to that, dedicated channels with data and control parts are modeled in the uplink and downlink directions. Power offset between the data and control parts can be given separately for each service type. The data part of the dedicated channel is turned off in the simulator when a DTX period occurs and in non-primary cells in SSDT mode of the soft handover [9] .
Interference and measurement model. The signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) is calculated in the simulator based on the instantaneous transmission powers. The partial orthogonality of the OVSF codes in the downlink is taken into account with orthogonality factor. The SIR is calculated for dedicated channels and for common pilot channel; the common pilot channel quality can be used in handover algorithms. In soft and softer handover, signal combining is modeled with selection or maximum ratio combining.
Power control. The initial transmission power for DE in the beginning of a call and for Node-B is chosen based on open-loop power control. After that, the inner-loop power control executed at every simulation step adjusts the uplink and downlink transmission powers with a fixed step based on the SIR value [10]. Transmission power limits (maximum and minimum) can be defmed for Node-B. The DE maximum transmission power is dependent on the terminal type [11] .
Cell selection and soft handover. The cell selection is based on common pilot channel (CPICH). The soft handover operations can be based either on CPICH EclIo or received power and both of these possibilities have been implemented. The link operations supported are link addition, dropping and replacement [12] . Two different algorithms have been implemented: one using relative thresholds (WCDMA as proposed in [13] ) and another using absolute thresholds (no replacement operations). Also, softer handover between sectors of the same base station is supported. The signal combining in soft handover is in the uplink selection combining and in the downlink maximum ratio combining; in softer handover, the uplink combining is maximum ratio as well. Optionally, site selection diversity transmission (SSDT) can be switched on [10] influencing data channel transmission in the DL.
Admission and congestion control framework. The framework for admission and congestion control consists of three different thresholds for load indicators: admission, start congestion and end congestion. The first threshold is used when the decision about admitting a call is made; optionally, an estimate about the effect of the new calIon the load indicator can be used. The two latter thresholds are used in the congestion or load control and a timer is used with them: a cell is marked as congested in one direction if the load indicator remains above the start congestion threshold for long enough (timer) and the cell is said to be in normal state again after the load indicator has remained below the end congestion threshold long enough (timer). If the cell is congested in either direction (UL or DL), the cell is marked as congested. If any cell is marked as congested, a network level congestion status is changed to "congested".
In principle, any feasible and meaningful load indicators could be used in connection with the described framework but we support the usage of two different load indicators for both directions (uplink and downlink):
• sum of lISF (uplink and downlink)
• total transmission power of the cell (downlink) • received interference in the cell (uplink) In admission control, irrespective of how high the threshold values has been set, the physical resources are always checked because lack of physical resources would ultimately lead to the rejection of the call. Essential physical resources include the number of OVSF codes in the downlink and total transmission power of the cell and are thus related to two of the load indicators.
User generator and streams. The user generation and arrival in the simulator is based on defining one or multiple user streams. For each stream, the arrival intensity is given and the user arrival process is Poisson. Also, the starting time and maximum number of users can be separately specified for each user stream enabling one to create congestion peaks in time. Service type and terminal type are assigned for each user stream and thus it is possible to create e.g. such a situation, in which most of the offered traffic is speech but then at a certain instant of time some WWW users arrive at the network.
In real networks, if a user is blocked or dropped prematurely, he is likely to attempt to call again increasing offered traffic. This behavior is also modeled in the simulator by enabling one to specify the maximum number of call retries per user. The actual number of call retries is then drawn from discrete uniform distribution between zero and the given number.
Service types and QoS levels. Different service types can be defined in the simulator and a traffic model can be assigned to them. For each service type, multiple QoS levels with different parameters can be specified.
Requested user data rates are defined in the uplink and downlink, EblIo requirements are given and RAB priority is specified for each QoS. The simulator keeps track of "bad quality" time of users by observing the time when the SIR is below the target value and a maximum tolerable consecutive bad quality time can be defined for each QoS level. Exceeding this results in call dropping. Also, accumulated bad quality time is recorded during simulations for each call even if it call dropping does not occur.
Traffic model. The call duration is implicitly determined by the traffic model used in the simulator. The generated traffic characteristics such as activity and asymmetry between uplink and downlink are dependent on the service type used and thus the traffic generator should be very flexible and configurable to support many kinds of service types.
The traffic generator relies on the traffic model of ETSI [14] and consists of session, packet call and packet levels. However, the same generator can be applied for generating traffic arising from e.g. speech calls by associating the packet call level to activity or inactivity periods in the speech. Thus, by changing the traffic generator parameters it can be adjusted to produce load corresponding to a wide range of different service types.
The uplink and downlink directions can be set to be coupled, which is the normal case e.g. in WWW service type where traffic in the uplink is generated in the form of a request and then the requested data arrives in the downlink direction.
The traffic generator is a relevant module for generating congestion since it has an influence on the transmission activity in the air interface, which in turn affects the interference situation in the network.
User distribution and mobility model. The user distribution and mobility model has been described in detail in our previous paper [6] . However, in this paper we are integrating that work to a more extensive simulator framework containing plenty of other features. The most relevant features are summarized here:
• arbitrary 2D user distributions can be given in a matrix • users' mobility can be constrained to streets and the street network can be given as input in vectored format (MapInfo format) • different mobility classes (pedestrian, vehicular) can be defined • turning probabilities at crossroads can depends on street widths or hotspot locations
The geographical user distribution has an effect on the offered traffic load distribution between base stations and the mobility of the users influences handover rate and handover directions. Thus, different spatial congestion situations can be created using this feature.
Input and output data. Data describing the simulation scenario and parameter values are given as input to the simulator. Node-B locations, their neighbors and propagation losses for each cell are given in input files. The propagation losses can thus be calculated with any proper tool (e.g. raytracing). Related to the simulated congestion situation, user distribution matrix, street network, service type percentages, user stream starting times and traffic model parameters are given as input. All data defining a momentary state of the simulator is stored into number of output files enabling extensive analysis.
SIMULATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Three different aspects of congestion are illustrated with example simulations. The simulations shed light on different simulator features that can be used for creating various traffic load scenarios and congestion situations [8] and show how the resulting congestion situations are detected with the congestion control framework. The general simulation parameters are listed in Table 1 . Non-unifonn user distribution. In the first simulation, non-uniform user distribution created in such a way that the peak. of the distribution was placed between the centers of three cells and so that the user density was 7 times as high in the peak area as in other places. The radius of the peak was 200 meters. The generated users are shown in Figure 1 . The active set size for each user is also marked in the same figure with color and symbol. The average DL load indicator values from all cells and for one congested cell are shown in Figure 2 . User streams. In the second simulation, two different user streams were used to create temporary congestion peak: a base stream representing constantly offered traffic and a congestion stream modeling sudden increase in the number of calls. The arrival intensity for the former stream was 1.5 and it was initialized with 100 users. In the latter stream, the arrival intensity was 3.0, it was started at 300 seconds and the maximum number of users to generate from it was 300. The total number of users in the network and separately for each stream is shown in Figure 3 . As a result of these streams, in one cell the status was changed to congested at 299 seconds and back to non-congested at 399 seconds. The load indicator only barely exceeded the start congestion threshold but since it was marked as congested, the congestion status remained as long as the load indicator dropped below the end congestion threshold for at least 5 seconds. Service types. In the third set of simulations, two different service types were used separately: normal speech and high data rate streaming service type. The data service type used spreading factor of 16. The initial number of users was 50. The average number of users in the simulations was 56 and 60 for speech and data, respectively. The resulting average load calculated from all cells is shown in Figure 4 .
Urn.!.) Conclusions. Based on the extensive implemented simulator core, it is possible to design and implement various resource management algorithms. The algorithms could concern changing the requested QoS levels of new calls or already ongoing calls, constraining the access to the network using access classes or prioritizing e.g. emergency calls or real-time service types using RAB priorities. Soft handover algorithms could be evaluated in different scenarios (different users distribution and mobility) and using either power based or SIR based handovers with absolute or relative thresholds.
Subsequent work concerning the simulator will focus on implementation of resource management techniques on top of the UMTS simulator described in this paper and evaluation of those resource management techniques.
